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Abstract
A dynamic model serving as a tool for implementation of experiences of organizational culture change is suggested.
It is aimed at providing effective knowledge management (KM) of employees. Dynamics of the model are expressed
by a change of its parameters. It is adjusted to the dynamic process of implementing experiences. Building the model
includes elaboration and integration of interconnected components. The “Result” is a central component of the model.
This component determines a desired organizational goal and possible directions of its attainment. The “Confront”
component engenders constructive confrontation in an organization. For this reason, the employees are prompted
toward KM culture change with the purpose of attaining the desired result. The “Assess” component realizes
complex assessments of employee proposals by management and peers in order to obtain the desired result. The
“Reward” component sets the order of assigning rewards to employees based on the assessments of their proposals
directed towards attaining the desired result in an organization.
Keywords: knowledge management, organizational culture change
1. Introduction
Organizational development and change in the modern knowledge-based economy require effective knowledge
management (KM) of employees. KM can be defined as a systematically and organizationally specified process of
sharing, transferring, creating, using, and saving the knowledge of employees to enhance organizational performance
(Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; Davenport & Prusak, 2000; Dalker, 2011). KM is aimed at providing the right
knowledge to the right people at the right time in order to improve organizational performance (O’Dell & Hubert,
2011). KM should allow for creating organizational knowledge. It is new knowledge created by groups of employees
from different subunits of the organization (Hislop, 2009). It is necessary to take into account the possibility that
competition among employees may interfere with the creation and sharing of organizational knowledge.
Two types of employee knowledge are defined: explicit and tacit (Nonaka 1994; Botha et al., 2008). Explicit
knowledge can be found in documents (Wellman, 2009). Tacit knowledge is experience-based knowledge embodied
in people (Sternberg & Horvath, 1999). The most valuable knowledge is tacit knowledge (Hislop, 2009; Dalker,
2011). This type of knowledge promotes organizational innovations and sustains competitive advantage (Gamble &
Blackwell, 2001; Wellman, 2009). Tacit knowledge includes mental models, expertise, cultural beliefs, and values
(Botha, et al, 2008). However, management of tacit knowledge is extremely problematic. Since knowledge is
inseparable from organizational culture, KM culture that induces employees’ willingness to create, transfer, share,
and use knowledge can promote the handling of tacit knowledge (Nonaka, Takeuchi, Umemoto, 1996; Goodman,
2006; Serrat, 2012).
Attaining desired results in an organization requires changing its culture, which determines the new way employees
think and act (Connors & Smith, 2011; Sambedna, Chandan & Kumar, 2011). Organizational culture change is
accomplished when the new results that have to be achieved by an organization are stated, actions of the employees
providing attainment of the results are determined, the new organizational values guiding actions of employees are
identified, and the experiences which inspire the new organizational values are formed. In short, experiences inspire
values, values influence actions, and actions produce results (Connors & Smith, 2011). An experience determines
some new situation in an organization (Endsley & Garland, 2000).
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According to the above, effective KM in an organization can be attained through a corresponding change of
organizational culture. Use of the necessary experiences is the basis of organizational culture change. The
experiences induce and promote adoption of the KM organizational values by employees. Therefore, the need to
implement suitable experiences of KM organizational culture change becomes crucial. The proper tools are needed
to implement the required experiences of KM culture. A model shaping the process of implementing the experiences
could serve as one of the tools. Therefore, the goal of this paper is to develop the model for implementation of the
experiences of organizational culture change that would ensure effective KM of employees.
2. Literature Review
Research leading to the attainment of the aforementioned goal of this paper is examined. It involves: influence of
organizational culture on KM; creation of effective KM organizational culture; organizational culture change.
Zheng, Yang & McLean (2009) specify knowledge as an outcome of organizational culture because knowledge is
created and used in accordance with cultural values embedded in structural relationships. Wellman (2009) describes
leadership roles that can facilitate organizational culture change in providing effective KM. Bukowitz & Williams
(1999), and Gamble & Blackwell (2001) emphasize the importance of an organizational culture’s promoting
willingness of its employees to share their knowledge that allows the transfer and creation of knowledge. Davenport
& Prusak (2000) affirm that reciprocity is a factor affecting knowledge sharing willingness. Adel et al. (2007)
examine the role of such factors as interpersonal trust, communication among employees, information systems,
rewards, and organization structure in providing successful knowledge sharing.
Park & Schulte (2004) identify and rank the most critical organizational culture attributes that promote knowledge
sharing and establish a correlation between these attributes and the successful implementation of knowledge
management in an organization. Gupta (2007) explores the most significant individual values and organizational
cultural values promoting knowledge sharing among employees. As a result of his exploration, the author discovered
that trust and collaboration, as well as openness and collaboration are individual and organizational cultural values,
accordingly, which contribute to knowledge sharing.
Hislop (2009) represents an approach to the facilitation of KM through culture management and human resource
management practices including performance appraisal and rewarding employees. The author examines the influence
of interdependence of tacit knowledge and innovation dynamics on knowledge creation. Westover (2011) describes
leadership practices and methods for creating organizational culture to promote innovations for driving
organizational effectiveness.
O’Dell & Hubert (2011) represent building of a knowledge sharing culture as an important part of their strategy for
making KM successful. The authors affirm that recognition is needed for engaging employees. Pasher & Ronen
(2011) affirm that successful knowledge creation and knowledge sharing in an organization are a result of a
management style based on shared values of organizational culture. These values are trust, innovation, and respect
for the knowledge of employees. The authors emphasize the necessity to encourage employees to contribute their
knowledge to organizational development and suggest methods for promoting interactions in order to foster
knowledge creation and knowledge sharing communities in organizations.
Rhoades, Covey & Stepherdson (2011) described a process of changing organizational culture values involving
determination of the desired values, and the development and implementation of a plan for changing employee
behaviors based on these values. They assert that the most critical element of changing organizational values is
helping employees adopt the behaviors corresponding to the desired values by inspiring and rewarding them.
Keyton (2011) affirms that an organizational culture emerges from the communication among employees within and
across structural units of an organization. The author ascertains the role of communication in managing, and
changing organizational culture, promoting creation of work experiences. Gardner (2011) suggests an approach to
organizational culture change. The approach consists in introducing "anomalies" that present a reality that cannot be
true under the old assumptions. As more and more anomalies are presented, employees will abandon old beliefs and
will be willing to adopt new ones.
Essawi (2012) created the structured dynamic value confrontation leadership model shaping the leadership process of
changing organizational culture. The model is aimed at engendering constructive confrontation between the desired
organizational values and the current employee values. Connors & Smith (2011) offer the Result Pyramid Model,
shaping the culture change process for attaining desired organizational results. According to the model, experiences
are a basis and provide leverage of organizational culture change since the experiences inspire beliefs, the beliefs
influence actions, and actions produce the results.
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The analysis of the above publications shows that the authors do not attempt to develop a systematic approach to KM
influenced by organizational culture change. The elaboration of organizational culture change process affecting KM
is not offered. A constructive confrontation environment in an organization promoting adoption of the KM culture
values by employees has not been created. Forming collaborative groups of employees through all levels of
organizational structure aimed at knowledge sharing has not been specified. A balance between competition and
collaboration among employees for promoting effective KM has not been provided. Stimulation and facilitation of
the adoption of organizational culture values for employees by creating and sharing knowledge have not been
realized. Recognition and rewarding of employees has not been connected with the evaluation of their contribution to
organizational culture change directed toward KM. Organizational knowledge required for attaining the required
result has not been revealed. Ways to implement the experiences of KM culture that would inspire the needed
cultural values in employees are not presented. Therefore, there is a need for development of the productive tools of
organizational culture change for effective KM. The primary tool is a model for implementation of experiences
aimed at KM organizational culture change.
3. Knowledge Management through Organizational Culture Change
Knowledge management of employees is a constructive way to improve organizational performance. The desired
organizational result can be attained through implementation of the experiences which induce and promote adoption
of the new organizational culture values by employees. The experiences instill the values of KM organizational
culture in employees. The experiences of KM organizational culture should satisfy the following principles:
rewarding of all the employees participating in the creation and assessment of peers’ proposals directed towards
attaining the desired organizational result according to their roles in this process; prior familiarity of the employees
with the conditions of reward; generation of constructive confrontation environment in an organization; participation
of managers and staff in the assessment of the proposals. Therefore, the top priority KM problem is implementation
of the suitable experiences for changing KM organizational culture.
3.1 The Model for Implementation of Experiences
The purpose of developing the dynamic model is to create the means of implementing the experiences of KM culture.
The model serves as a framework for process of changing KM organizational culture. Development of the model
includes elaboration and integration of interconnected model components. Dynamics of the model are provided by
the change of its parameters and they express the dynamic process of implementing experiences. The model involves
the following components: Result, Confront, Assess, and Reward.
The “Result” Component
The objective of the “Result” component is to determine and declare the possible directions and conditions to attain a
desired organizational result. The “Result” is a central component integrating other components of the model, and
serves as the starting point for implementation of experiences.
The procedures for the “Result” component realized by management are:


Establishing an organizational result to be attained by an organization. Attaining the result requires effective
KM of employees.



Determining the directions to attain the desired organizational result and declaring them.



Developing the formative conditions of rewards, aimed at inducing employees to create and share
knowledge to attain the desired result.



Providing employee awareness of the principles of rewarding

The “Confront” Component
The objective of the “Confront” component is to engender a constructive confrontation in an organization during KM
culture change.
The procedures of the “Confront” component are:


Informing the employees about the need for submitting their proposals representing the different approaches
to attain the desired organizational result.



Engendering constructive confrontation between an employee and the managers guiding the KM culture
change. Such confrontation is engendered by managers offering to prepare proposals in order to attain the
desired organizational result. The confrontation induces the employees to prepare their proposals.
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Manifestation of the employee proposals in the organization. Familiarization of the employees with peer
proposals.



Engendering of constructive peer confrontation caused by familiarization with the presented proposals. The
confrontation is engendered by the difference between the states of adopting the new KM cultural values by
the employees. The confrontation also induces employees to critically evaluate peer proposals and choose
the peers suitable for collaboration.



Engendering of self-constructive confrontation. Such confrontation is engendered as a result of an
employee’s self-evaluation of his or her ability to prepare proposals to attain the desired organizational
result. Self-constructive confrontation induces and drives passive employees to prepare personal proposals.

The “Assess” component
The objective of the “Assess” component is assessment of employee proposals by managers and peers.
The procedures of the “Assess” component are:


Establishing the range of assessment in the employee proposals



Assessment of employee proposals by managers and peers



An employee’s assessment of his wish to collaborate upon realizing the proposals, which according to his
opinion are his perspective and correspond to his professional abilities



Ranking the proposals on the basis of their weights. The weight of the proposal takes into account
assessments by managers and peers, and the willingness to collaborate.

The “Reward” component
The objective of the “Reward component is to reward employees according to their assessment rank.
The procedures of the “Reward” component are


Determining a reward for the proposal according to its weight: the proposal with higher weight gets higher
reward.



Assigning a reward to the author of a proposal and employees participating in its assessment. The major
portion of the determined reward is assigned to the proposal author.



Distributing rewards among the employees participating in the assessment of the proposal by taking into
account their roles in assessment (an employee assesses the proposal, an employee wishes to collaborate in
the development and realization of the proposal). The employee who participates only in assessing the
proposal should receive a smaller reward.



Calculating integral personal reward of an employee by summing his rewards as an author of a proposal, as
a participant in assessment of peer proposals, and as a potential collaborator in the development and
realization of peer proposals.

3.2 Managing Implementation of Experiences
The model has changing parameters. It allows for management of implementation of experiences directed towards
the change of KM organizational culture. These parameters are: the directions for attaining the needed organizational
result; the quantity of the proposals that may be submitted by an employee for each determined course; the general
quantity of proposals that may be submitted by an employee; the managerial assessment of employee proposals;
quantity of the proposals which may be assessed by every employee; quantity of the proposals (the development and
realization of which an employee may participate); the measure of reward for a proposal; distribution of the reward
between the author of the proposal and the employees who assess it; distribution of the reward among the employees
based on their roles in the assessment.
The required course of action for attaining the necessary organizational result is set by management according to the
revealed preferable directions for attaining the result according to existent organizational knowledge. Therefore, the
lack or minimal quantity of the received proposals relative to some direction reveals its infeasibility for attaining the
result because of the shortage of organizational knowledge corresponding to this course. On the other hand, the
maximal quantity of the received proposals relative to some course of action characterizes the ability of an
organization to attain the result through this direction due to the availability of the necessary organizational
knowledge.
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Changing quantity of the proposals which may be submitted by an employee relative to each predetermined direction
allows for receiving larger proposals corresponding to the directions that are the most preferable for attaining the
desired result. Restricting the general quantity of the proposals which may be submitted induces an employee to
prepare qualitative proposals that correspond the most to his knowledge.
Availability of management assessment in the integral assessment of employee proposals characterizes the extent of
managerial influence on choosing the most productive proposals. The absence of management assessment is the
evidence of absolute independence of employees in assessing proposals of their peers. Determination of the quantity
of the proposals that may be assessed by every employee is aimed at adjustment of two factors: 1. employee
inducement to choose for assessment only the proposals that correspond the most to their knowledge; 2. aspiration of
employees to receive the maximal reward for assessment.
Change of the quantity of the proposals where an employee is allowed to collaborate with their authors in their
development and implementation is caused by the need to provide a balance between the two factors: 1. the need to
intensify collaboration in the organization and 2. motivation of employees to choose the proposals where
collaboration would be the most suitable in terms of their knowledge and preferences.
According to the “Reward” component of the model the reward measure of the proposal depends on its place in the
assessment rank. As appears from the above, the place of the proposal is determined based on its assessment weight,
which involves assessments by managers and peers, and the willingness to collaborate. However, the proposals with
equal weights may get different rewards. It is caused by the aspiration to provide preferable influence of one of its
parameters forming the assessment weight. Dividing the reward determined for the proposal between its author and
the employees assessing it depends on the need to stimulate either preparing or assessing the proposals. The reward
intended for the employees assessing proposals is divided among them by taking into account their roles in the
assessment. If there is necessity to stimulate collaboration in an organization, then the greater part of the reward is
presented to those wishing to collaborate.
4. Conclusion
A dynamic model to implementation of the experiences aimed at organizational culture change is suggested. This
change is directed towards attaining desired organizational results through KM. The experiences induce, promote,
and adjust adoption of the values by employees of a KM organizational culture that furthers effective performance of
KM procedures. The model includes interconnected components. Dynamics of the model reflects the dynamic
process of implementing experiences directed towards changing KM organizational culture. Changeability of the
model’s parameters provides an opportunity to manage the implementation of experiences.
The essential principles which should satisfy the experiences of KM organizational culture are formulated. These
experiences ensure effective creation and sharing of knowledge in an organization, owing to: building a constructive
confrontation environment promoting change of KM organizational culture; stimulation and facilitation of
performance of KM procedures by employees; attainment of balance between competition and collaboration of
employees; formation of collaborative groups through all levels of organizational structure; exchange of information
among employees regarding their interests and preferences; revelation of tacit knowledge of employees; mutual
evaluation of knowledge creation and sharing by employees; employee rewards coordinated with obtained complex
assessment; determination of the knowledge - based directions for improving organizational performance.
Further research will be directed towards the exploration of the model’s productivity by applying the model to the
development of organizational innovations, and unification of the model for implementation of the experiences
facilitating changes in organizational culture.
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